THE GOOD STUFF

Carry in Style
Linksoul is a company
that’s behind some of the
hottest golf apparel today,
but its Linksouldier Golf Bag is one of
the most subtle, yet stylish ways to carry your
clubs. Available in charcoal or an army green
color, the Linksouldier bag weighs only 4.8 lbs. and is a
breeze to carry. Storm flap pocket closures, a beverage
pocket, and ample space for anything you carry to the
course is welcome in this heathered-material bag. Its wide
stand mechanism provides ideal balance when it stands up
or gets strapped to a golf cart.
$225   linksoul.com

Ready Player 2
A “tradition unlike any other” deserves a fun shirt like any
other, and the Magnolia t-shirt from Player 2 hits on so many
levels. The brand’s signature gloved hand dropping a second
ball is an ode to one of the most iconic logos in golf. Made
from a silky smooth cotton, it has a trendy heathered look in
green, navy, or gray. Player 2 prides itself on the stretch and
recovery of its shirts, so give it plenty of wear in April and
beyond. This tee is a limited edition, so get yours now!
$35   player2.com
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Up Your IQ
Big Max is behind some of the biggest
advancements in push cart technology, and the
new IQ 360 model gives you a compact-folding
cart that’s big on maneuvering. The front wheel
rotates 360-degrees for effortless turning while
also having full ability to lock in place, even on
hilly terrain. An expanded organizer panel gives
you plenty of room for accessories and the onemove folding mechanism makes getting this cart
broken down and loaded up as simple as
one…two…well, actually it’s just one.
$289.99   us.bigmaxgolf.com

Look Good, Play Good
ECCO ushers in the newer generation of BIOM
Cool Pro with its C4 shoe, a sneaker-style spikeless
shoe with all of the benefits that you need. With
360-degree breathability and full waterproofing,
the C4 has GORE-TEX surround construction, which
is combined with ECCO’s Exhaust Grid making this
shoe ventilated and cool on the hottest days. ECCO
Performance Leather and MTN GRIP add to the
overall luxury of this shoe which is available in four
distinct color options.
$225

Ready to Ryze
Tour Edge knows
how to build
high-performance
hybrids, and
the new Exotics
C722 is a lowprofile design
that’s intended for
the better player. It’s
also a compliment to
its E722 hybrid which
is built for more of your
everyday player. Even though
this hybrid is designed to be a
low-spin club, it still launches high as
a hybrid is intended to do. The main
feature is Ryzersole Technology which
keeps the CG low. A fully adjustable
hosel and three premium stock shafts to
choose from make this club the ultimate
tweener for low handicap players.
$249.99   touredge.com

Let’s Ride!
The Divnick Golf HeyBike Ranger is
revolutionizing the way you get around the
golf course. If you’re a single-rider, this is a
fun and fresh way to change up your holeto-hole commute. This bike has a powerful
500 watt motor and can go up to 25
MPH on cart paths. On grass, the bike
has all-purpose tires that are punctureresistant and make for a smooth,
comfortable ride. Intelligent Pedal Assist
has seven levels of speed if you don’t
feel like pedaling for a few holes. Two
rounds of battery life, USB charger,
and a heavy-duty rack for your clubs
makes this bike a breeze on the course.
$1,474 w/ bag rack
  DivnickGolf.com/ebikes

Be Still My Hips and Shoulders
Very few golfers have heard of the crucial motion
measurements of hip and shoulder sway, yet they are
two important parts of the golf swing. The inventors of
the Eclipse Golf training aid have come up with a genius
product to help keep your hips and shoulder from moving
away from the target in the backswing (doing so moves
your low point away from the ball, and that’s a bad
thing). If you’ve ever hit a ball thin or hit the ground behind
the ball (chunks) don’t listen to your buddy who tells you
to keep your head down (the worst piece of advice in
the history of golf). Instead, you need to keep your hips
and shoulders from moving away from the target during
your backswing. When using the eclipse, a black top disc
covers a white bottom disk. During the backswing, if you
see any portion of the white bottom disk (aka, an eclipse),
then you know you are swaying away from the target.
$49.99   www.eclipse.golf
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